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The Elegant Slim Volume  
Stephanie Wolff 
 
Simple bindings on small books? An opportunity for creativity! Variations in the sewing, finishing details, or materials can give a binder many 
options when binding small books. We will examine simple binding methods the instructor has gathered over her many years in bookbinding 
and conservation. Using thread, wood, wire, beads, and paper, we will build on the basic pamphlet to expand the options of the humble small 
binding. By considering all the details and materials the most basic of bindings can be elevated to simple elegance. This workshop is an 
exploration of variations, design and material possibilities, rather than focusing solely on structure. Participants are encouraged to dig into their 
own art supplies and general household items to use in the workshop. We will make as many models as our time allows, with suggestions for 
adapting the basic forms to create many more after the workshop. Our models will be softcover bindings and serve as inspiration for future 
work. Some bookbinding experience is helpful. 
 
Tools and Supplies: Whatever you like to use for tools and the following: 
Bookbinding needle 
Bone folder 
Binders clips, 2 small ones 
Right triangle 
Scissors 
X-Acto knife 
Metal ruler 

Cutting mat 
Piercing tool or awl 
Glue stick 
Needle-nosed pliers and wire cutters if using wire (optional) 
C-thru gridded ruler (optional) 
Colored pencils, markers, etc. (optional)

 
Materials: Size of our models will be about 4.5” high x 3.5” wide. 
 
� Bookbinding thread, 18/3 linen thread, button and carpet, or a similar craft thread, a few yards 
 
� Text paper for the pages:  

Copy paper, paper from the recycle bin: catalog pages, etc., or any paper that is text weight paper. These are models. 
 

• Cut a stack of text pages: 4.5” high x 6.5” wide Grain parallel to the 4.5” side 
We will use about 5 sheets per signature. I would recommend cutting 30-40 sheets, enough for 5-8 models.  

 
� Heavier text weight paper for cover use 

Paper such as an 80 lb. cover weight (or use what you have, such as sketchbook paper) 
  

• 1 sheet 9-1/8” high x 6-3/4” wide Grain parallel to the 9-1/8” side 
 • 1 piece 4.5” high x 1.5” wide Grain parallel to the 4.5” side 
 
� Cover paper: 

Card stock (65 or 80 lb), watercolor paper (90 lb. okay. 140 might work, but might be a bit heavy for some uses), Fabriano 
Tiziano or Canson MiTientes paper (about 160 gsm), Arches Text Wove or heavy handmade paper would probably be fine. 
Paper from the recycle bin: heavy card stock or cover weight paper, but not cardboard, offcuts from prior projects: 
rejected prints, calligraphy exercises, etc. Remember these are models, so no need to use expensive materials. 

 
• Cut a stack of covers: 4.5” high x 12.5” wide Grain parallel to the 4.5” side 
If the width poses a problem due to the size paper you have, cut paper at least 8.5” wide. 

 Most covers take 1 sheet, a few take 2. I recommend cutting 8 cover pieces, enough for 7-8 models. 
 
Other supplies  Gather what you can from the following things to try. 
 
� Beads: A few small beads, 6-8. Both tubular (like crimp beads) and round ones. Sewing thread must be able to pass through the 

hole twice. Choose beads appropriate to the size of the book. 
 
� 1 or 2 Sticks: Can be a bamboo skewer, thin twig from a tree, rigid wire or metal. 4.5” high (no higher than the cover paper, but 

could be ½” shorter if need be). 1/8” wide or could be thinner. Again, choose appropriate to the book size. 
 
� Flexible metal wire: 20-gauge thickness or a slightly lighter one would be fine. 26-gauge is a bit thin, but would probably work.  
 
� Paper scraps for decorations: solid or decorative text weight paper, small pieces. 
 
� Any other odds and ends kicking around that are similar in size, shape, and rigidity as the above.  


